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ATTENDEES OF ThE ANNUAL FLCA MEETING
Peter, Mary, Micheal, Catherine, Lyndon, Irene, Chris and Ferdinand
front: Isaac and Jimmy [absent: Don]

WhAT ArE LAWS AND rECOMMENDATIONS OF
ThE CrEATION ?
by Jimmy Chen / November 2017
For someone who first encounters this terminology, it could bring up a
concept or thought that is unknown and mysterious, or something
leading to the spiritual or even something divine. But what is it really
and how can it be explained so that it can be seen for what it truly is
so that it does not lead to the unknown and ungraspable?
According to the spiritual teaching, the word ‘Creation’ can be used
synonymously with the term ‘Universal Consciousness’ which can be
a bit easier to grasp and less likely to seen as something divine or
godly if someone has a religious background. ‘Universal’ obviously
means related to the universe, and universe means the world in which
we live in, including the planets, stars, galaxies, life forms, etc. which
are known or even unknown to us. According to the spiritual teaching,
it even includes the more fine material, fine fluidal, finest or spiritual
energies which are still largely unknown to us. It could also even
include the other non-material levels or belts (7 belts of the universe
in total). However, often trying to explain these unknown or undiscovered parts of the universe is difficult since it refers to something still
unknown and ungraspable because these things have not yet been
discovered and cannot yet be confirmed or proven.
But how can these laws and recommendations of the Creation be folcontinues next page

UPCOMING FLCA EVENTS
ca.figu.org/events.html
FLCA SPECIAL EVENT
Friday, December 29th, 2017
5:30-8:00 pm
An Informal Presentation on Meditation
by Ulrich Nangue [FIGU Switzerland Core Group
of 49 Member]
One of the newest members of the FIGU
Switzerland Core Group of 49, Ulrich Nangue will
be holding an informal presentation on meditation
and a question and answer session. It would be a
good idea to prepare/formulate your
question(s) in advance.
Admission: Free
Location: Toronto Public Library / Lillian H. Smith
Branch, meeting room A (lower level)
239 College Street, Toronto, M5T 1R5
ON, 416-393-7746
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WhAT ArE LAWS AND rECOMMENDATIONS...from page 1
lowed if the Creation or Universal Consciousness is not yet fully understood? The answer is that no one can really fully
understand the Creation or the Universe/Universal Consciousness because it is in fact so gigantic and immense that for a
person to fully understand it, one would need to visit all parts of the universe and see everything from the pure material to the
finest spiritual energy levels, which is most likely impossible. Of course the purpose is not to confuse and lead the ones
encountering this term to believe in something yet unknown, but instead the intention is to give a guideline in which the people can live accordingly or follow so that a more beneficial and favourable outcome can result.
So if one wanted to start with something that they can relate to in terms of the laws and recommendations of the Creation,
one could start with examples in which they can understand, e.g. a law of the Creation or Universe can simply be a physical
law, e.g. the law of gravity where a physical mass is attracted to another large physical mass, e.g. a ball will always fall down
to the ground, or the law of freezing point, e.g. water will freeze or melt if the ambient temperature is below or above a certain
unit of measurement. From this standpoint one can realise that these laws are something universal since it happens every
time and anywhere. Following the same logic one can begin to search for patterns and processes that are constant and hold
true anywhere and anytime, so therefore, one can deduce further to laws that govern the more fine fluidal processes, e.g. the
consciousness processes of thoughts, feelings, actions, etc., which are thoroughly explained in the spiritual teaching, as
explained by Billy. As an example, a consciousness process such as thinking generates a thought, which is an energy that
brings about a certain result both within the human being and outside in the environment, and will shape these according to
the contents of the thought, whether it be negative or positive, good or bad. If these thought processes which are explained
by the spiritual teaching can be observed and hold true anywhere and at any time, then these must be a law of the Creation
or law of the Universe.
As an example, these are laws of the Creation, both known and unknown or yet to be discovered.
Physical Laws
Law of gravity, law of thermodynamics, law of photosynthesis, law of electricity, law of electromagnetism, etc.
Fine Fluidal Laws
Laws that govern processes within the human beings, e.g. thinking, feeling, thought boomerang effect, forming of the psyche,
meditation, etc. or laws that govern fine fluidal processes in the environment, astrological effects, fluidal energies, levitation,
teleportation, etc.
Spiritual Laws
Laws that govern spiritual processes, e.g. reincarnation of the spirit-form, spirit telepathy, spirit teleportation, etc.
A law of the Creation is in fact just something constant and true at all times. Therefore, if one follows or lives according to the
laws and recommendations of the Creation as is often recommended by the spiritual teaching, then he or she would really
just be following truth and reality, or something that is constant and permanent for all times. A simple example would be, if
one chose to follow or ignore the law of gravity while they are at an edge of a cliff, they would either stay safe or inevitably
get hurt by walking off the cliff. Or deducing even further to the more fine fluidal processes, e.g. if one chose to continually
cherish good, balanced thoughts, or bad and unbalanced thoughts, inevitably good or bad results will occur internally within
him or herself and externally in the environment. And finally on a spiritual level, e.g. if one chose to recognise or ignore the
law of reincarnation (although it would still occur nevertheless), one would heed the continual evolution of the consciousness
and spirit or be fearful of bodily death and live only for the material values alone. Therefore, it is more favourable to follow the
law of the Creation, respectively, the truth, and less favourable to ignore the laws of the Creation. Following this logic, the
spiritual teaching is in fact really trying to explain creational laws or universal laws, respectively, truth, so that one can make
an intelligible decision for a more favourable outcome.
In a time like ours, many laws are still largely unknown, especially the fine-fluidal and spiritual laws and therefore it is very
easy to make the wrong decisions regarding these processes. One of which is the law that govern the processes of thinking,
thoughts and feelings within the human being, which has been largely ignored and has already led to catastrophic results. Or
the laws that come together to govern the holding capacity of a planet, both on a material level, e.g. energy consumption,
food consumption, regeneration of resources, etc. and fine-fluidal and spiritual level, e.g. consciousness balance, consciousness evolution, etc. which when ignored leads to catastrophic results such as the depletion of resources, weakening of the
consciousness, stagnation of evolution, devaluing of people, wars, hatred, etc.
Therefore it is more favourable if the laws and recommendations of the Creation or Universal Consciousness are followed as
repeatedly explained in the spiritual teaching. As stated in the spiritual teaching, “Honour the Creation as you honour, respect
and love your father and mother”, which can indeed sound a bit religious if the word ‘Creation’ is understood as something
divine or godly, but if seen from the perspective where ‘Creation’ is the Universal Consciousness which manifests the laws
and recommendations in the universe in which we live in, then really this means to honour, respect and love the truth, which
means to be connected with the truth and live accordingly so that a favourable outcome can result which sustains evolution at
all levels, and pertaining to our times, so that a destruction of the environment or planet does not result and a more peaceful
and harmonious world full of freedom and love can prevail.
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ThE ANNUAL FLCA MEETING
PENETANGUIShENE, ONTArIO / AUGUST 19-20, 2017

MIChAEL [ABOVE], FErDINAND
AND JIMMY [BELOW]
DUrING ThEIr PrESENTATIONS

GrOUP MEMBErS DUrING ThE MEETING

continues next page
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ThE ANNUAL FLCA MEETING continues

MOrE PrESENTATIONS FrOM
CAThErINE AND PETEr

AT ThE END OF ThE MEETING WE hAD DINNEr AND TOOK PhOTOS AT ThE DOCKS OF MIDLAND hArBOUr
continues next page
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ThE ANNUAL FLCA MEETING continues...

LAST BUT NOT ThE LEAST...ThE ShIPMENT OF BILLY’S “DECALOGUE/DODECALOGUE” TrANSLATED BY FLCA
WAS JUST rECEIVED A FEW DAY EArLIEr AND OFFICIALLY PrESENTED BY MIChAEL

ON ANArChY: SOME ADVICE TO MY SON
by Michael Uyttebroek / November 2017
Hello Rigel...I've seen people discussing anarchy in connection with block chain and the by-passing of the greedy banks
and power structures. In my opinion we need true democracy
(like the Plejaren), where when there is a decision to be
reached everyone has a vote (immediately)...and I think that
they need to have consensus. If one disagrees, they state
their reason and the issue is re-examined. Each person has a
voice and is a determining factor in their system.The problem
we have on Earth is that people feel powerless. Their vote
doesn't benefit them or the planet. As stated above, it is a
hierarchy and the rich get richer, the corporations disregard
the environment (money is the motivator), and power is held
in the hands of the few. Of course this is unsustainable.
Sooner or later there is a revolution against this unjustice and
this can be called anarchy...or basically going against the status quo. Cause and effect. Upheaval of the old structures is
what the age of Aquarius calls for. This will entail much strife
and war. At some point in the distant future, there will be no
need for money and people will work for the common good of
all (including nature, the trees, flora, fauna, oceans, etc.). The
goal is evolution...living in harmony. Even if it appears like
chaos and randomness in nature, there is order and purpose.
Everything is connected. We are all connected. The problem
is that we do not think ourselves as a global community or
even a humanity community (which stretches beyond our
planet). We think we are free and independent to do whatever
we please without consequence and live for our personal gain
with disregard to those around us that are not part of our fam-

ily/party/gang/social status/side, etc. Change will come with
each individual changing themselves. We are all powerful
in that sense. Of course with this comes responsibility.
Symbol: ChILD
from “Symbols of the Spiritual Teaching” from the
storage banks of Nokodemion and Henok retrieved and
recorded by “Billy” Eduard Albert Meier

ChILD
is one of 601 symbols in the book
“Symbols of the Spiritual Teaching”.
In total there are 52,476,812 symbols.
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SADELEGG VIEW TAKEN WITh A DrONE
by Daniel Cooper / September 2017

ThE MOUNTAIN CLIMBErS
by Daniel Cooper / November 10, 2017
It is often said that in our society, the honest people tend to fall through the cracks and cannot make it to the top and that for
now life is a long arduous journey for them. This is partly true but only on some levels. In actual fact we’re already on top of
the mountain now and sharing that space together in each others company. The difference is that we’re hidden above the
clouds tucked away on a mountainside. People can’t see us from the valley floor until they make the climb themselves above
the clouds and explore it for themselves. Climbing isn’t easy which is why they have to do it completely on their own effort
and why they would be annoyed if someone tried to coerce them to do it.
There are some negative interests up the mountain as well who know about us but don’t want our presence known to those
in the valley and who continuously generate artificial clouds over the valley to obscure us from vision. But word will spread
and people will become wise to the fact that the view is better after the climb. The sun shines up here above the clouds. The
days are longer as the sun rises earlier in the morning and sets later in the evening. The view is better and eventually the
valley people will inevitably chase away those who wanted to keep them ignorant and in the dark. This will take time but it will
be as inevitable as a baby wanting to find freedom by crawling and walking for his/ herself.
The others who know about us but who wish to control those below them have knowledge but not wisdom. Their desire to
control the valley people will be their own undoing as they are greatly outnumbered by endless time and the peoples endless
desire for improvement. These slave owners will fail inevitably no matter how clever they appear to be in this current time and
no matter what technology they have to push back. The more attention the slave drivers attract to themselves through their
desperate efforts to prevent people from leaving the valleys, the more curious the valley people will become as to what goodness is being hidden from them. Creations laws have made it so that the valley people win by default not through our efforts
or the efforts of their suppressors, but in the end through never ending time and their never ending desire for improvement of
life for themselves. Each human contains this desire. It is unstoppable. It can be slowed by never stopped.
Through these unchanging factors, the wise ones on the mountain have already won the game. Time must now simply take
its inevitable course as we watch and wait patiently for everybody to wake up to life above the clouds. The climb is treacherous and difficult for all who venture and all kinds of weather and hampering are routine, but for those who really want it,
they’ll do it no matter what and they will weather the storms and so forth in order to see the view from the top. Meanwhile we
continue our work, our searches for ways to create harmony, for truth and understanding.
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“ThE hUMAN BEING CAN GrOW IN SOrrOW, GrIEF AND PAIN….”
An essay translation from “Das Leben richtig leben” (The Life Correctly Lived) by Billy Meier/FIGU Switzerland 2014
Translated with permission: Catherine Mossman, Tiny Township, Ontario/October 2017
This book is a compilation of essays on the theme of how to live one’s life correctly on a vast array of topics that Billy wrote
between April 2010 and October 2011. This is one of those essays, found on pages 8-10, written in May 2010, on the subject
of the value that suffering and pain has in helping us to evolve and grow, entitled: An Leid, Trauer und Schmerz kann der
Mensch wachsen....
An Leid, Trauer und Schmerz kann der Mensch wachsen…. The human being can grow in sorrow, grief and pain….
Leid, Trauer und Schmerz fallen immer als kleine oder grosse
Störung in des Menschen Leben ein und isolieren ihn in
mancherlei Weisen, und dann geschieht, ist von Mensch zu
Mensch verschieden.
So mancher fragt sich dabei, ob er im Leid und Schmerz in der
Trauer nicht einfach allem standhalten müsse.
Und es kommt in manchem die Frage auf, ob er den vielfältigen Versuchen, sich selbst zu betäuben, nachgeben und sich
dagegen zur Wehr setzen soll, vielleicht mit Drogen,
Medikamenten oder Alkohol.
Doch was soll wirklich getan werden, um dem Leid und
Schmerz zu begegnen?
Jedenfalls, so gross und mächtig das Leid, die Trauer und der
Schmerz auch immer sein mögen, kann kein Mensch weder
von all seinem Leid noch vor sich selbst einfach davonlaufen.
Und genau darauf muss er sich einstellen, und zwar indem er
schon von Kindheit an durch die Anweisungen, die Erziehung
und Belehrungen des Eltern oder sonstigen Erziehenden lernt,
mit Leid, Trauer und Schmerz umzugehen.
Dabei muss auch gelernt dass eigentlich Beunruhigung im
Leben auszuschliessen ist, so auch nicht in bezug auf Leid,
Trauer und Schmerz.
Es muss im Leben des Menschen immer alles arbeiten und
dieses Arbeiten muss so sein, dass alle Kräfte werden und sich
andere und neue Energien und Kräfte entfalten können.
Das Ganze muss gehandhabt werden und geschehen, dass
der Mensch wieder bei sich selbst heimisch wird.
Das aber bedeutet, dass er viel, sehr viel lernen und verarbeiten muss, um es nachvollziehen zu können.
Doch wie ist das diesbezüglich tatsächlich mit einzelnen?
Was
Was weiss der Mensch der heutigen Zeit doch alles und bleibt
sich trotzdem selbst völlig fremd und rätselhaft, weil er sich
wahrheitlich selbst nicht kennt.
Und weil ihm diese Kenntnis ebenso fehlt wie auch das
Wissen, wie er seine Gedanken und Gefühle führen, hegen und
pflegen muss, vermag er auch seine gedanklich-gefühlsmässigen und psychischen Regungen nicht zu beherrschen und
folgedem auch nicht zu kontrollieren.
Das aber führt dazu, dass er auch Leid, Trauer und Schmerz
nicht verarbeiten kann was daher kommt, dass er irrig alles
nach aussen wendet, während das Ganze sich jedoch nach
innen richtet, innen arbeitet und sich also innerlich ergibt.
Und nur innerlich können Leid, Trauer und Schmerz verarbeitet, verstanden und nachvollzogen werden, um eine Beendigung
zu finden.

Suffering, grief and pain always fall as small or great disturbances in the life of a human, and isolate him/her in many
ways, and how that then occurs, is different from person to
person.
Many ask themselves therefore, whether in grief, he/she
must not simply endure everything in suffering and pain.
And in many, the question arises whether he/she is deadening the manifold attempts to stun, surrender and defend
themselves against it, maybe with drugs, medicines or alcohol.
But what is really to be done in order to deal with suffering
and pain?
In any case, however great and mighty sorrow, grief, and
pain may be, no human can run away from all their suffering, nor from themselves.
And this is exactly what he/she has to prepare him/herself
for, by learning from childhood through the instructions,
upbringing and teachings of his parents or other educators
to deal with suffering, grief and pain.
Thereby, it must also be learned that anxiety in life is to be
ruled out, thus also in regard to sorrow, grief and pain.
In the life of the human one must always work through
everything and this work must be such that all strenghts
grow and other and new energies and powers are able to
unfold.
The entirety muss be managed and effected, in order that
the human being is at home with him/herself again.
This means, however, that he/she has to learn and come
to terms with a great, great deal, in order to be able to fully
understand it.
But how does this actually apply with the individual?
How is it that the human being of today knows so much and
yet, despite this, remains fully unknown and inscrutable to
him/herself because he/she truly does not know him/herself.
And because he/she lacks this knowledge, as well as the
knowledge of how one must guide, nurture and tend ones
thoughts and feelings, then they are not able to master their
thought-feeling based, or psychical impulses and as a consequence do not control them.
Thereby that leads to him/her not being able to handle suffering, grief and pain, which comes from the fact that
he/she wrongly turns everything outwards, whereas the
entirety, however, is directed inwards, works on the inside
and thus the results manifest inwardly.
continues next page
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ThE hUMAN BEING CAN GrOW...from page 7
Bei Leid, Trauer und Schmerz darf nicht einfach in diesen
innegehalten werden denn es muss immer ein Weitergehen
erfolgen, sei es durch eine Tat oder durch ein Wort, durch
einen Gedanken oder ein Gefühl.
Also muss der Mensch, wenn er von Leid, Trauer und
Schmerz getroffen wird, immer einen Atemzug über sich selbst
hinausgehen, um alles richtig zu verstehen und sich von all
dem zu befreien, was ihn leidvoll macht und ihn traurig und
schmerzlich belastet.
Und geht er diesen Weg, dann geht er den Weg der eigenen
Befreiung, die ihn zu einem ander und tieferen Leben führt.
Natürlich ist es für sehr viele Menschen sehr schwierig, über
alle diese Dinge zu reden, Fragen zu stellen und auch
nutzvolle Antworten zu erhalten.
Sehr viele leben hinter einem Schleier, hinter dem sie die
Worte überhaupt nicht erreichen können, die hilfreich an sie
gerichtet sind.
Und wenn etwas zu ihnen durchdringt, denn fragt es sich, was
es überhaupt noch ist, das zu ihnen durchdringt, und ob nicht
aus blankem Unverstehen gegen aufklärende und tröstende
Worte einfach Bedenken geäussert und wirre Einwände vorgebracht werden.
Viele denken dabei, dass andere gut redden hätten, denn sie
selbst müssten ja nicht mit Leid, Trauer und Schmerz nicht fertig werden.
Das aber ist eine irrige Annahme, denn grundsätzlich sind
ausnahmslos alle Menschen davon betroffen.
Dabei fragt es sich nur, wie der einzelne alles sieht, verarbeitet und verkraftet, oder eben nur schwer oder überhaupt nicht
verarbeitet und nicht verkraftet.
Wahrlich sind dabei nur Verstand und Vernunft gefragt und
der Wille, die effective Wirklichkeit und deren Wahrheit zu
erkennen, zu verstehen und diese nachvollziehen zu können.
Jede Beunruhigung, jedes Leid, jede Trauer und jeder
Schmerz, wovon der Mensch getroffen wird, ist für jeden auch
eine Botschaft, um aus allem in vielfacher Weise zu lernen,
auch in bezug auf die Lebensgestaltung und die
Lebensführung.
So sind Leid, Trauer und Schmerz auch immer Botschaften
des Lebens, um zu begegnen und es richtig und korrekt zu
führen.
Und solche Botschaften treffen jeden einzelnen, wobei es nur
darauf ankommt, die Botschaft richtig zu entschlüseln.
So kann in dieser Hinsicht mit gutem Gewissen gesagt werden, dass jene Menschen, die Leid, Trauer und Schmerz tragen, sich trotzdem glücklich schätzen können, denn wenn sie
den richtigen Weg des Verarbeitens, Verstehens und des ihre
eigene des Leid-, Trauer- und Schmerzvollen gehen, dann
werden sie durch Mensch Kraft aus sich selbst heraus
getröstet.
Dadurch aber verwandelt sich der derart, dass er durch seine
eigenen Bemühungen und Erkenntnisse a ordnung bringt und
dem Leben wieder mit und Frohsein begegnet.
SSSC, Samstag, 1 Mai 2010 16:27 h Billy

And only inwardly can suffering, sorrow and pain be
processed, understood and comprehended in order to find
an ending.
Suffering, grief and pain must not simply be stopped
because there must always follow a continuation, be it
through an action or through a word, through a thought or a
feeling.
So, when he/she is hit by suffering, grief and pain, one
must always take the time in order to understand everything
properly and to free oneself from all that makes them suffer
and that which burdens them with sorrow and pain.
And if he/she takes this path, then they go on the path of
their own liberation, which leads them to a different and
deeper life.
Of course it is very difficult for many people to talk about
all these things, to pose questions and also to get useful
answers.
A lot of people live behind a veil, behind which they are not
able to reach the words at all which can be helpful to them.
And if something penetrates through to them, then he/she
asks him/herself what else is there, that is getting through
to him/her, and whether misunderstandings about explanatory and comforting words are simply not expressed out of
sheer misunderstanding, and whether confusing objections
are raised.
What is more, many think that others talk easily because
they themselves have not had to cope with suffering, grief
and pain.
But this is an erroneous assumption, for, without exception,
all humans are affected by it.
Thereby, only to be asked is how the individual sees,
processes and copes with everything, or just only difficultly
processes or does process or cope at all.
Truly, only intellect and reason are needed, and the will to
recognise, to understand, the effective reality and its truth
and to be able to comprehend this.
Every worry, every suffering, every grief, and every pain
which affects the human beings is also a message for
everyone to learn from all things in many different manners,
also in terms of one’s lifestyle and one’s conduct in life.
Thus, suffering, grief and pain are always messages of life
in order to meet and lead it rightly and correctly.
And such messages affect every single person, whereby it
is only a matter of deciphering the message correctly.
Thus, in this respect, it can be said with a clear conscience
that those human beings who bear suffering, grief, and pain
can nevertheless consider themselves fortunate, for when
they go on the right path of the processing, understanding,
and of their own suffering, mourning, and pain, then they
will be comforted by themselves through human power.
As a result, however, through his/her own efforts and cognitions he/she transforms him/herself in such a manner that
he/she brings order and rejoices with life and joy again.
Billy, SSSC, Saturday, May 1, 2010 4:27 pm
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WhOLE LIFE EXPO / NOVEMBEr 6-8, 2017 / TOrONTO / FIGU-FLCA INFOrMATION BOOTh
A BrIEF rEPOrT
by Michael Uyttebroek
The overall feeling after having done our
third Whole Life Expo, is that the experience was quite positive. Although our actual location was nestled between psychics,
ascended masters from Sirius and others,
our 'vibe' was quite distinct for those who
were really drawn to us. On several occasions there were people who stayed at our
booth for over an hour, leafing through our
books and booklets or engaging in dialogue on spiritual topics. On Sat. afternoon, I did a lecture presentation for
approximately 35 people on 'Reincarnation
- an overview' and capped it off with some
information pertaining to fluidal energies.
Many people were especially interested in
burial vs. cremation, several of which,
came back to our booth later that day or on
Sun. for further clarification about the
process of back-connecting with fluidal
energies, its purpose and how this occurs
or not, as in the case of cremation. New
visuals were created for the Samsung displays: catch phrases flashed up with
colourful background images or Billy's UFO

ALL LOADED UP AND
rEADY !

FErDINAND PrEPArING ThE FrEE FIGU
BOOKLETS FOr ThE ShOW

MIChAEL WITh A FULL DOLLY
continues next page
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WhOLE LIFE EXPO...from page 9

MIChAEL IN OUr BOOTh WITh ThE NEW TABLE rUNNEr

pictures. Phrases such as "Is vegetarianism healthy?, Have
you ever considered reincarnation?, Transplants...are they
harmless?, Is it logical to assume that we are the only
human beings in this universe?, "Approx. 100 million new
mouths to feed each year!", " All UFO photos taken before
Photoshop existed", etc. However, the main thing that

CAThErINE WITh ThE NEW PEACE MEDITATION PYrAMIDS

caught people's eyes was the large UFO posters from
SSSC. Initially we only had one on display on the tripod
stand in the back corner of our booth, however when we
brought it out to the front of the booth and then added with
the second poster added below leaning on the stand, it beckoned some sort of response due to its sheer presence.
Some would simply laugh it off as some sort of a hoax and
walk away while for others, it was impetus to find out more.
And so it went, all sort s of people with all varying attitudes,
dispositions views and opinions. Only few were open
enough to be able to recognise the magnitude of this occurrence and the broad scope of information that FIGU has at
its disposal. Some took our cards and told us that they
would look into it while others simply wanted to tell us about
their own UFO experiences and were not really looking
beyond that. Still others had their intellectual knowledge
almost completely block them from seeing the facts, thinking
that they knew better, or that our point of view towards overpopulation was too extreme, that the Earth would take care
of itself or that the pictures looked as though they were created with Photoshop, etc. There were also those with whom
a deeper connection was made, with like-minded seekers
striving to find out the nature of reality, striving for the truth
and who recognised the situation on Earth as it really is, etc.
Meeting and talking with those people at this event made it
all worthwhile, for we could take the time to connect with
them in a sincere and honest manner, making it a valuable
learning experience for all of us. I must add that age was not
a factor nor was gender. Everyone, from seniors to younger
persons, one in particular who was 11 years old, grilled us
for well over an hour and listened to our stories and information, deeply interested and soaking in the information like a
sponge.
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FrOM ThE DESK OF ThE FLCA SECrETArY / OUr COrrESPONDENCE PAGES
by Catherine Mossman / FLCA Secretary
EMAIL COrrESPONDENCE #1: “ThOSE hAVING DOUBTS”
It is good to be critical, to doubt, to express, to reach out for feedback… a reader did just that:
In August, 2017 one of our Canadian readers wrote to us at our Contact Us section on our website:
Hello Catherine. I was just wondering if you ever struggle with doubts about it all, and how you deal or have dealt with that?
Just about it all, you know? There's so much material and debate about this and that that it's hard to get to the truth of it. It's
not out of the realm of possibility that this is a hoax. And nearly all people would say outright that this is crazy and bs. But I
also think it's not out of the realm of possibility that it's real and I find deep meaning and truth and a sense of purpose that
seems to be missing in this life in the material. I want it to be real, but i get caught up in doubt. Over the past 10 years I've
been shifting my perception of life and reality essentially and if it's a hoax that's a frightening thought, you know? Just struggling with faith for lack of a better term.
Answer: Hello [name witheld], First of all it is good to question, to doubt, to be critical about such things… there is so much
controversy and so many nay-sayers out there that I’m sure your head is spinning, however, in all honesty you really have to
listen to your small inner voice about all of this and continue your own studying and learning in the manner that works for
you, and decide what is logical and what isn’t. As you said yourself: you find ‘deep meaning, truth and sense of purpose’ in
the material.
It is Creation itself that is pushing you and all of us to strive to better ourselves, and to move forward in our evolution.
Innately we all are born with this striving for the truth; whether we listen to it and act upon it is another. Eventually, we will all
get there and find the inner freedom it brings to us….and not necessarily in this life, for sure… it is an ongoing and ever
unfolding process of untold reincarnations of our spirit-forms.
Is the FIGU material the only place to find it? Of course not…. Creation gives lessons everyday and is all around, if we are
open to seeing them, from the micro-universe to the macro-universe. However, having a ‘truth-bringer’, as I like to refer to
Billy as, living amongst us who is wiser and is freely sharing his wisdom in written, understandable form, to help us move
out of our un-freedom is a BIG hand up. No other human living on this planet has the information that can be found here to
aide one in striving for freedom, truth, harmony. And the source for all this information, Billy, is not asking for supplication, or
anything in return. He does it from his own sense of purpose and responsibility.
There are many, and will continue to be for some time into the future, those who think they know better, and thrive on negativity, etc., who yearn to get up on their podiums and pronounce upon this case, they write books, get a lot of attention, go
on speaking circuits, what have you. They are all too happy and eager to heap the Meier UFO stuff in with all the other purported contactees, abductees, Pleidian channelers, etc., etc, none of whom offer the evidence that Meier has, the photos,
footage, metal samples, sound recordings never mind the information, books, contact reports. Have any of these people
investigated personally, or frankly, are interested in looking into the information behind all of it? They are not at the point in
their evolution where they are looking for answers from within and are still hugely invested in the material world, and the
material consciousness, egotistical pursuits, etc., without acknowledging or wondering at all as to what IT is that is actually
granting them a life in the first place, and what that purpose might be. And there are exponentially more people who are
NOT in active pursuit of truth and true freedom, which can only come from within, than those who are.
Religions, materialism, and the sheer number of humans living in dire circumstances keeps them either bound in ideological
chains and turned away from inner truths, or desperately fighting to just survive wars/famines/climate disasters, etc. We are
so lucky to be living in relative comfort and can actually turn our attention to the existential, so to speak, don’t you think?
I can only speak from my own perspective of course; everyone would have a different manner of answering/ addressing
someone else’s doubts/ questioning. I’ve been over to Switzerland about 8 times now, met Billy and the people working and
studying around him. They are all hard working, modest, normal people. Working their jobs and volunteering their little spare
time to help with what needs to be done to get books published, and maintain the grounds, etc., in addition to their own writing, reflecting and studying of the material. What drives them is a sense of personal responsibility to be a help with this
important work. I, and others in our group, also feel this responsibility, and to wit, learning German, studying the spiritual
teaching lessons, reading the books, working on translations all have been of huge indispensable benefit to us all. Before
finding this material it was a lifelong search for truth, and frankly I’ve found that nothing, and no other human, holds a candle
to Billy and what he has to convey… the knowledge and insights just keep coming. To me the UFO part is of the least interest actually! (And that’s where a majority of the UFO/ conspiracy guys like to keep their focus, incidentally.)
My recommendation to you would be to stay with the material and keep a critical mind about it all, and listen to yourself,
rather than others who are largely ill-informed and prefer to believe in hearsay, rather than going to the source. That way
continues next page
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you’ll be able to decide for yourself whether this is of continued value or not. Ultimately you are a free-willed human being and
master of your own destiny of course!
One other thing I want to say: to be in the small community of like-minded ones we have here in our GTA group is absolutely
priceless as well. We can talk about things openly. I know how hard it can be to be the only one out there, no one to talk to,
no one who understands. maybe you can come down and meet us sometime at one of our public meetings. Hope this helped,
and apologies if this was too long-winded!
Regards, Catherine
EMAIL COrrESPONDENCE #2: “SOME SUGGESTIONS FOr FLCA”
In October and November of this year, we had a number of emails from a reader wanting to be helpful with some points about
our website. In particular some tips about how our page wasn’t displaying properly was helpful and we were able to adjust it
accordingly. We thought this could be good to publish in the event others may have had similar thoughts, or questions about
why we’ve done the website the way it is, etc. The correspondent has given permission for us to publish his/her comments,
however, they wished to remain anonymous.
We welcome comments on this through our ‘contact us’ page.
Correspondent: I know I have said this before. Its only appropriate to place the native language of the people your addressing on the right hand side if its in an arabic speaking country, because they read from the left. It looks to the reader as politically motivated but importantly that FIGU is primarily concerned with addressing German speakers when that is not true is it,
so it has an alienating effect. The world language isn't German its north American English, its pretending which is why I said it
looks politically motivated to a reader.
This was previously clarified to this reader when they had similar comments about how they surmise the world could be seeing our keeping German on the left of our documents as politically deviant, etc. The following is from the previous email
exchange:
Catherine: “It is mandated by FIGU Switzerland, that all material be put down as it was conveyed in the original German language, alongside the language of the country at hand. This is to be the case in all countries, i.e. Japan will have German/
Japanese, Norway will have German/ Norwegian, etc.…. As it is impossible to properly and correctly translate this material
into other languages 100%... and to prevent further manipulations and misrepresentations in future, we are always going to
keep the original German. No nefarious motives, or subterfuge here at all, not that we think that is what you’re necessarily
alluding to of course! But that being said it is highly recommended that one learns German if one really wants to read this
material correctly.”
The balance of this report is excerpted from the latest email exchange:
Catherine: If people cannot see what is important in this vast body of information and get hung up on what looks ‘suspiciously’ like there are ulterior political motives at work, then they will move on, that is fine.
Correspondent: I recommend scraping the FIGU in a nutshell in prime position and instead making a welcome to FIGU,
please, welcome, hello, nice to meet you, please come in, make yourself comfortable. Make FIGU canada the first FIGU
group which demonstrates a real working knowledge of hospitality. If you're going to take peoples hard earned money the first
thing to do is to welcome them successfully. Youtube video which offers friendship and secondly outlines everything that FIGU
is about.
Its all about using the standard and agreements that are normal in the world so I recommend the images on the ca.figu page,
I think should be replaced with a youtube video instead, because that is the normal placeholder position on a website to do
that, to introduce yourselves, set out what your doing and in doing that you need not say what your not doing, but only if the
production values are going to be at the standard expected. It should have some world and maps built into the video including
a branding logo, it should be in HD, conform to all known standards, it should ideally introduce who and what FIGU is and it
has to be under 4 minutes while setting the right tone.
Catherine: By putting FIGU in a nutshell at the forefront, makes very clear what we are and are not. We are not here for popularity or to make friends. As Meier has said truth can be harsh, and it is not something to be dressed up with flowers and soft
words.
continues next page
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Your referring to the need for a ‘branding logo’ in addition to such terms as ‘production values’, 4 minute sound bites, flowing
imagery, parting people from their ‘hard earned money’, etc., to my perception, is presupposing we should be following a business model for the ‘success’ of our site? It must be made clear that we are a federal not-for-profit group, everyone works voluntarily, our goals are not geared towards business ends, at all. Though we have some books, that we and other English
speaking FIGU groups/ people have been able to arduously translate, our end goal is not to sell stuff, nor convince anyone of
anything, nor missionize for that matter.
Correspondent: The MediaWiki of www.futureofmankind.co.uk is the only website as far as I am concerned which uses the
correct tools to present information. There are mechanics inside the MediaWiki system which have been specially designed for
the purpose. I am reluctant really to say what FIGU does falls short, but it either does or doesn't really it cannot be both ways
simultaneously.
The creationaltruth website, I know this is not a FIGU canada thing and that its administrated from elsewhere. But to me this
simply has to be renamed, the word creational is a very dangerous word to use unless its used appropriately. Allow me to
explain why; Atheists and scientists are the only valueable individuals FIGU will ever in a million years come across, because
they'll exclusively be the individuals who get any of it. Creationalism is a very dangerous wording that risks alienating the only
individuals FIGU will ever encounter worth any time. Another way of saying the same thing is that the website creationaltruth
immediately depletes its goal before its even begun realising its goal.
Catherine: We cannot speak for the Creational Truth group, they are their own entity, free to present themselves as they see
fit. Feel free to contact them directly should you feel so moved. And yes James Moore, who’s the creator of the future of
mankind site, is a friend of ours, and his site is a great resource as is the Creational Truth’s.
In particular the information at the crux of the matter is of a spiritual nature, and indeed what ‘Creation’ is, is a part of that too.
Those who are familiar with FIGU, and who take the time to investigate, know that ‘creationism’ or ‘creationalism’ as you
termed it, has nothing to do with Creation, and creational truth. Those who react in a knee-jerk manner to such will not stick
around and that is fine too. Everyone is a free human being to decide for themselves.
Correspondent: All about using the standards and standard of agreements that is already known and already understood in
the world. As soon as FIGU differs in the way it does normal things then its immediately catapulted out of the normal framework where it then is ignored. For FIGU to be known and understood by as many as possible in the world it has to be accessible to those individuals. The professional industries which deal with these matters know about these things, the reason we
know that is because they would not exist if not because they'd be forgotten about or never noticed.
Catherine: I don’t know how much you know about FIGU, it seems you have some interest due to your knowledge of various
FIGU sites, so it should be quite clear to you that we are by no means a mainstream group. Most people on this planet, we
already know, have no interest in true spiritual matters that demand self-responsibility to learn, and won’t have interest for at
least another 800 years. But those few who do seek this knowledge, will find our site or have already found our site, and are
glad we are here and making this information available.
Correspondent: The vast diversity of subjects needs to be written down properly. FIGU is clearly not about UFO's and the
fringe sciences is it? If anything these subjects are the least applicable subjects FIGU applies to. So write it down properly,
present it properly. Any time there is an opportunity for confusion you need to have your executive editor step in and explain
that there is a disparity there between normal peoples consciousness and what we are trying to explain.
Catherine: The Meier history and entire case is also very much to do with his ongoing contacts and historical relationships,
with ET humans, who travel/travelled here from the depths of space, in what people on Earth call UFO’s. And in some of the
contacts he covers material of a scientific nature as well as hereto unknown spiritual sciences and such phenomenon not yet
known to our Earth scientists, so yes, some people may refer to it as ‘fringe’ because it certainly is not talking about what our
mainstream scientists know at this point in time. The name FIGU is a German acronym that indeed translates to: ‘Free community of Interests for Border (read ‘frontier’) and Spiritual Sciences and Ufological Studies’.
The original German written material is that of Billy Meier’s, and how it is written is his decision, a lot of what can be misconstrued as not being ‘properly written’ is the bad Google translations, and the like, floating around (not everything in English on
our site, is our own translations, btw), and terminologies that are frankly impossible to translate. There are approximately 54
books that Meier has written, most of which are not yet translated, and thousands of contacts, not yet properly translated…
and that is why the original Swiss German is, and always will be, kept at the forefront. There is no ‘executive editor’, we are literally a handful of people doing this in our spare time. And hence, better translations are going to take 100’s of years to get
done, due to the small numbers of people who already are fluent in German and English, and most importantly, are cognizant
of the FIGU material or are native English speakers who trouble themselves to learn German in order to do so.
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ThE FIGU PEACE MEDITATION PYrAMIDS ArE NOW AVAILABLE AT ThE FLCA ONLINE ShOP !!!
hANDMADE IN CANADA

ThE PEACE MEDITATION PYrAMID IS MADE IN COPPEr WITh AN
AGATE AND IS AVAILABLE IN TWO SIZES:
MINI [TrAVEL] AND rEGULAr

MINI WILL BE AVAILABLE WITh
OPTIONAL STOrAGE BOX

A VErY SPECIAL DELIVErY OF ThE
PEACE MEDITATION PYrAMIDS FrOM
MATT WhO CrEATES EACh
PYrAMID BY hAND IN hIS
WOrKShOP IN ONTArIO
MIChAEL ATTAChING ThE AGATES TO ThE PYrAMIDS

Salome,
FIGU-LANDESGRUPPE CANADA

